https://stellarise.com/job/software-developer-budapest/

Software Developer – Budapest, Hungary

Hiring organization
Stellarise Hungary Kft.

Description
Want a career in the fast-moving and dynamic world of IT Development? Fancy
working in Budapest on interesting development projects with ambitious clients?
Then Stellarise is for you. We are a technology business; we believe in the power
of the cloud and we have big ideas. All of which makes for challenging projects
that will stretch and develop those who join us. Are you up for that challenge?
We are Stellarise – an established leading provider of IT services and SaaS
solutions supporting our customers across the UK and Europe. With offices in
London and in Budapest, we are a Microsoft Silver Cloud Productivity Partner and
approved Xero Developer partner. Our office in Budapest opened in August 2018
as part of our strategic plans for expansion. There is more information about us
below.
We are looking for a bright, friendly, enthusiastic and ambitious software
developer with excellent spoken and written English to work alongside our
established Development team in both Hungary and the UK. We will be
conducting initial telephone interviews followed by a 20 minutes coding test and
for shortlisted candidates a face-to-face interview.

Employment Type
Full-time Permanent

Beginning of employment
August 2019

Duration of employment
Permanent

Industry
IT

Job Location
Kalvin ter 3 I II Floor 8/ b, 1053,
Budapest, Hungary

Date posted
July 15, 2019

More about Stellarise:
We believe that the right technology makes growing a business simpler and we
are a leading provider of IT services and SaaS solutions supporting SME’s
growth in the London area. You would join a team developing FinTech SaaS
applications. Collectively strong and individually skilled, we take responsibility for
owning and resolving challenges to the best outcome. We work hard, we explore
and learn more. We enrich those around us by transferring our knowledge.
Our customers do many different things – design incredible buildings, create
compelling events, find hidden oil reserves, drive website sales and raise capital
for global start-ups. We ensure they stay productive and underpin their growth.

Responsibilities
You’re a bright and ambitious IT postgraduate software developer with 2-3 years
experience in a similar firm. Your excellent written and spoken English
communication skills will be absolutely key. In addition to your Developer skills,
you will be able to build relationships with clients, listening carefully to their needs
and then taking a structured and systematic approach to problem solving. Being
able to effectively document and explain your solution to other team members will
also be fundamental. Systematic about testing your solutions, always aiming to
deliver a high-quality result – sounds like you? Get in touch!

Qualifications
You’ve got broad experience the following technologies
Essential:
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– PHP
– MySQL
– Linux
Desirable:
.NET, Apache, Atlassian Jira, Behat, Bootstrap, CSS/HTML, RESTful APIs,
JavaScript, Jenkins, Maven, Microsoft Dynamics 365, Microsoft SQL Server,
Phalcon framework or Yii2 framework
We’ll give you the opportunity to use these technologies and grow your
experience across them.

Contacts
If you think this is for you, please send a short covering letter/email and CV in
English to recruitment@stellarise.com describing your relevant experience. The
letter is non-negotiable so thank you in advance.
Please note that client trust is vital and a condition of employment is a positive
Hungarian Official Certificate of Good Character. You MUST be eligible to work in
Hungary and hold the appropriate working permits to do so.
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